TREATMENT OF ADULTS AND CHILDREN | RELAXATION | WELLNESS | ACTIVE HOLIDAYS

RADON SPA
JÁCHYMOV
MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM DISEASES| NEUROLOGICAL DISEASES | CIRCULATORY SYSTEM DISEASES |
DIABETES MELLITUS| SKIN DISEASES

Jáchymov spa is unique not just in Europe
but worldwide as well. It is the first radon spa
in the world and the most effective in Europe.
The uniqueness of the Jáchymov spa lies in the
extraordinary healing effects of water with high radon
concentration, and in reputable methods of renowned
Czech physiotherapy as well as the individual
approach of the local physicians.
Jáchymov radon water treatment may be a solution
to your health problems.
Jáchymov spa offers treatments as well as perfect
facilities for relaxation and active holiday in a region
listed on the UNESCO World Heritage List.

RADON
SPA JÁCHYMOV
Jáchymov lies less than 150 km northwest from Prague,
very close to the German border, in the heart of the Ore
Mountains, just below their highest mountain Klínovec.
In the 16 th century, Jáchymov, then still Sankt Joachimsthal, was one of the most important European cities
through its right to mint silver coins. The history of
the town is connected with mining of silver, tin and
uranium. The last mine still operating in Jáchymov
- named Svornost - supplies radon water
to the spa until today.
The historical center of Jáchymov in the upper part
of the city forms a protected zone with Gothic-Renaissance patrician townhouses. The quiet spa district
is located in the lower part of Jáchymov. You will find
not just spa hotels, restaurants and the Agricola Aqua
Center with mine themed saunas, but also a new Visitor
Information Center of the Spa Jáchymov. The spa area
with a gazebo, playground and a pond is surrounded
by a forest park with a number of walking routes.

1520
In 1520 the Royal Mint in Jáchymov began to mint
silver tolar, a coin that became a European tender
and later gave its name to the US dollar.

Jáchymov spa was founded in 1906 as the first radon
spa in the world. There is no such high concetration of
radon in natural mineral water to be found elsewhere
in Europe. The Jáchymov radon baths are filled with
water with a value of 4 - 5 kBq per litre. This fact
makes the spa one of the most effective ones
among the European spas.
The healing water is pumped from four drill holes
up to 300 m deep. The boreholes are located on
the 12 th level, the deepest part of the Svornost mine
(500 meters below the ground). The Svornost mine
is the oldest operated mine in Europe. Jáchymov
spa employs 21 miners there. The mining tower
is a natural landmark of the protected zone
in the historic city center.

SVORNOST MINE

RADON SPA JÁCHYMOV

THE WORLD’S
FIRST AND UNIQUE
RADON SPA

Natural and historical heritage sites can be found
at every step in the Jáchymov region. 800 years of
mining tradition has left an extraordinary number
of historical and technical monuments.

UNESCO
The mining region Erzgebirge / Krušnohoří is the first
Czech cross-border collection of monuments, which
became an UNESCO World Heritage Site on July 6, 2019.
SVORNOST MINE

BOŽÍ DAR PEAT BOG
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SPA TREATMENT
IN JÁCHYMOV
MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM DISEASES| NEUROLOGICAL
DISEASES| CIRCULATORY SYSTEM DISEASES | DIABETES
MELLITUS| SKIN DISEASES
The basis of effective spa treatment in Jáchymov
is a combination of unique baths in radon water and best
quality rehabilitation. Based on initial medical check-up,
the spa physician will prescribe an individual treatment
plan using healing radon water, rehabilitation
and physical therapy.
Radon water has anti-inflammatory influence, relieves
pain, improves joint mobility, helps intramuscular blood
circulation and stimulates tissue regeneration processes.
It also harmonizes vegetative functions and positively
affects blood pressure.
Professionally managed spa treatment reduces the need
of medication and improves the quality of life up to for
8 - 10 months. Doctors recommend to take optimally
18 radon baths per year. For maximum therapeutic
effect, you may take up to twenty-four.
Our specialty is the so-called Jáchymov boxes,
or brachyradium therapy. This treatment method, over
100 years old, helps to relieve pain for which available
medicines are no longer effective. It is a controlled
application of gamma radiation directly to a painful joint,
spine or tendon. In medically indicated cases, radiation
is applied as prescribed by the doctor once per stay.

RADON
THAT HELPS

During the bath, the human body is exposed
to a shower of radon alpha particles, triggering
a beneficial chain of physiological reactions.
Penetration into the bloodstream is negligible
and the absorbed energy removes harmful stressors
while activating all parts of the immune system.
There is no need to worry about treatment by radon
water. The total radiation dose absorbed during
the therapeutically optimal number of 18 baths
is not higher than with a single lung X-ray.
At least ten baths are needed to allow the body
to respond to treatment and start regeneration
processes.
Postponing the radon spa treatment to a point when
other spas no longer help is a common mistake.
Radon treatment is very gentle and the procedures
are suitable for senior spa guests.

CONTRAINDICATIONS OF RADON TREATMENT

RADON SPA JÁCHYMOV

The natural healing source of the Jáchymov spa
is mineral water with a high content of dissolved
radon gas, source of soft alpha radiation.

• acute illness (infection, hypertension,
heart or respiratory problems, fluctuating blood
sugar levels, untreated thyroid hyperfunction, etc.)
• oncological malignancy within 2 years after
discontinuation of treatment (if the oncologist
does not approve radon treatment)
• pregnancy / nursing women
• less than 18 years of age
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RADIUM PALACE****
est. 1912

Hotel Radium Palace is an impressive neoclassical
Viennese style palace surrounded by picturesque
forest park. At the time of its establishment in 1912,
it was one of the best spa hotels in Europe and it still
holds true today. Even after so many years it has lost
nothing of its glamor. Its charm speaks to our clients
from all over the world.
The romantic atmosphere of this Jáchymov’s historic
gem is underlined by extensive balustrades, covered
colonnade and original architectural details, which
were preserved during the recent building renewal.
The unique location perfectly complements
the services of the highest level.
Experience the highest comfort for medical, relaxation and wellness stays. Enter the spa of the future
in its most modern balneological facility. Enjoy
the menu at the Blue Restaurant, which was
completely renovated in the year 2020.

LOCATION in the center of the spa district
ROOMS Komfort Plus | Junior Suite | Superior |
Superior Plus | Suite
ROOM EQUIPMENT TV/SAT | free Wi-Fi | phone | minibar | safe |
hairdryer | bathrobe
HOTEL SERVICES reception, exchange office, internet corner,
café, concert hall, dance bar, hairdresser, beauty salon, pedicure,
sun terrace, bicycle and ski storage

RADON SPA JÁCHYMOV

| SPA HOTEL IN THE STYLE OF VIENNA
NEOCLASSICISM
| FIRST CLASS SERVICE
| ALL SERVICES UNDER ONE ROOF

BOARDING buffet; in the Blue Restaurant lunch and dinner à la carte
– for guests of Superior Plus, Suite rooms
SPA SERVICES physician, radon baths and other spa treatments;
free - rehabilitation pool, Kneipp walk, whirlpool, steam sauna,
dry sauna and infrared sauna (daily 90 min, at specified
times according to availability)
IMPORTANT lift, no smoking, accommodation with a small breed dog
(for extra charge) is possible with the prior consent of the hotel
PARKING for extra charge (near the hotel approx. 300 m)
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Superior

BĚHOUNEK***

| SPA HOTEL WITH A MOUNTAIN VIEW PANORAMA
| MODERN FACILITIES
| ALL SERVICES UNDER ONE ROOF

LOCATION in the center of the spa quarter (on a slope)
ROOMS Komfort Plus | Apartment
ROOM EQUIPMENT balcony | TV/SAT | free Wi-Fi | phone |
minibar | safe | hairdryer | bathrobe on request free of charge
HOTEL SERVICES reception, exchange office, internet corner, café,
Domino and Bridge lounges, hairdresser, beauty salon, pedicure,
sun terrace, bicycle and ski storage
BOARDING buffet style
SPA SERVICES physician, radon baths and other spa procedures; free
access to the - rehabilitation pool, Kneipp walk, whirlpool (daily 60 min.,
according to availability); access to the Finnish sauna for extra charge
IMPORTANT lift, no smoking, accommodation with a small
breed dog (for an extra charge) is possible with the prior
consent of the hotel
PARKING at the hotel for extra charge

ASTORIA***

LOCATION in the center of the spa district
ROOMS Komfort | Komfort Plus | Apartment
ROOM EQUIPMENT TV/SAT | free Wi-Fi | phone | minibar |
safe or locker | hairdryer (in the room or available at the hotel
reception) | bathrobe on request free of charge
HOTEL SERVICES daily reception from 7.00 to 19.00
(from 19.00 to 7.00 reception at the Radium Palace hotel);
bicycle and ski storage, in summer relaxing terrace on the roof
of the new restaurant U Vodopádu

RADON SPA JÁCHYMOV

| COMFORTABLEACCOMMODATION
| WELLNESS JUST NEAR THE HOTEL
| TOURISTS, CYCLISTS AND SKIERS WELCOME

BOARDING buffet style in the attached restaurant U Vodopádu
SPA & WELLNESS SERVICES in Agricola Spa Center (opposite
the hotel approx. 50 m) - physician, radon baths, other therapeutic
and wellness procedures, swimming pool, Mine themed sauna
IMPORTANT lift, no smoking, accommodation with a small
breed dog (for extra charge ) is possible with the prior consent
of the hotel only in room category Komfort
PARKING approximately 200 meters away for extra charge

Sight-seeing miner’s pit Astoria
A faithful copy of the mining corridors of the Svornost
mine will let you explore underground at Jáchymov.
Experience the history of the local mining and the secrets
of the healing radon water. The sight-seeing miner’s pit
Astoria is part of the new Spa Visitor Information Center.
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AGRICOLA
SPA CENTER
| SPA PROCEDURES
| AQUACENTRUM AND MINE THEMED SAUNA
WITH OUTDOOR TERRACE
| VITAL CAFÉ
| RELAXATION FOR SPA GUESTS AND PUBLIC

The Agricola Spa Center is located in the center
of the spa, directly opposite hotel Astoria. In addition
to spa treatments, salt cave and fitness center, it also
off ers an aqua center with mine themed saunas.
In the amazing sauna complex, inspired by the local
mines and nature, the saunas (infrared, steam, herbal
and Finnish sauna) are located in "mine shafts"
scented by the Ore Mountains herbs.
The Agricola Aqua Center has a swimming pool with
two swimming lanes (25 m). The smallest visitors can
use the children’s pool with waterfall and there is
a water slide for older children, too. In summer
you can lie on the sun terrace and relax
after an active day in the mountains.

JÁCHYMOV
SURROUNDINGS
The Ore Mountains are an ideal place for hiking,
Nordic walking or cycling in summer. In winter
the mountains off er excellent snow conditions

There is a number of popular tourist destinations
nearby such as Karlovy Vary, Loket Castle, Bečov
nad Teplou, Teplá Monastery and many others.
ORE MOUNTAINS - SKI AREAL KLÍNOVEC

LOKET

MAURITIUS MINE

OBERWIESENTHAL

The mining monuments of the region were inscribed
on the UNESCO list. You can find out more in
the Jáchymov Museum and visit one of the mines
or mining shafts. The most important are the Mauritius
mine near Hřebečná, the shaft of Johannes and

RADON SPA JÁCHYMOV

for skiing.

the shaft No. 1 in Jáchymov.
Among the nature points of interest that deserve
your attention are the peat bogs at Boží dar and
the technical cultural monument Blatenský příkop.
Deep mine caves and wild countryside can be
seen at Vlčí jáma near Horní Blatná.
Nearby Saxony is also worth a visit. In the spa town
of Oberwiesenthal, you can try the summer toboggan
run, the ride in the historic cable car to Fichtelberg,
or take a narrow-gauge steam train trip to Cranzahl.

Sources: MAURITIUS MINE - photo by Milan Korba,
OBERWIESENTHAL - Stadtverwaltung Kurort Oberwiesenthal
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RADON SPA JÁCHYMOV

Your way to health…
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Léčebné lázně Jáchymov a. s.
T. G. Masaryka 415, 362 51 Jáchymov, CZECH REPUBLIC
Tel.: + 420 353 831 111
E-mail: reservation@laznejachymov.cz

www.LazneJachymov.cz/en

TISK ČERVENEC 2021

JÁCHYMOV

St. Joachimsthal
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